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GOOD PARENTS WORRY, GREAT PARENTS PLAN Every parent worries what would happen to

their kids if the parents were seriously injured or passed away. Who would love your kids, care for

them, and provide for them, the way you do now? In Good Parents Worry, Great Parents Plan, top

family trust attorney and mother of four young children, Laura K. Meier, shows you the legal and

practical steps you must take to protect your children from temporary foster care, courtrooms, loss

of inheritance, and other turmoil most kids experience when their parents pass away. Discover how

you can create a child-centered estate plan that protects your kids and gives you peace of mind! "As

a pediatrician and a parent, I cannot recommend this book more highly. An essential guide for

families planning their estate written in everyday language by a mom and lawyer who knows her

stuff."Ameer P. Mody, MD, MPH, FAAP, Assistant Professor of Pediatrics at Children's Hospital Los

Angeles"You can pay a lot of different professionals a lot of money to educate you on what you

need to do to plan for your young children, or you can read this book. I suggest you read the

book!"Jamie Hargrove, JD, CPA, Co-Founder and CEO of Netlaw"Loving, sincere, and easy to

understand, with all the information we as parents need to plan for our families...we've been looking

for this book for years!"Christian Jacobs with Shanna Jacobs, Co-Creator of Yo Gabba Gabba, a

Nick Jr. and Nickelodeon Award Winning Television Show
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I was surprised how easy this book was for me to understand since legal situations are not my

strong suit. I especially liked the information about digital assets. As much as that is a part of our

lives now I didn't even think about it. I have already recommended this book to my friends.

Thorough, well written, professional and full of legal detail. Quality.Most of us worry and then switch

on the TV or carry on with work and try and distract ourselves from those worries, thinking, "It won't

happen to me!" Happily, with just a few hours of work, we can make plans for our children's future

(should the worst happen) that can ease our minds to let us get on with the rewarding and enjoyable

parts of parenting.This book will make you think more about: your will, the way you have planned

your will; have you looked at all eventualities and kept details up to date; is everything done properly

so that the courts do not have to intervene? Will your plans actually stand up to a real life situation?

How well have your planned for your children's future, should something happen to you?Do not

think because you paid out good money to a lawyer that he has it in hand..it isn't his children, it's

yours and no one cares about them like you do.Good chapters on guardians, medical instructions

for children, letting people around you know where your 'emergency plan' is. This book will also

make you think about permanent guardians and your children's long term future, allocating money

for that future (Trusts may not be a good idea) and AVOIDING PROBATE. Also, reducing death

duties so as much as possible of your estate goes to your children's welfare.Quite a sobering read..I

had not even begun to think of many of these problems. Book is good for those in US and there is

helpful legal detail, but much of what is suggested applies to any country (you would just need to

check up on laws locally for clarity)

I love to plan and this book for me. I have a daughter and when I am reading this book I am

spenting a comparison. In some questions motivating and mentoring . Thanks to the author for the

well written and picked up the theme. I read with pleasure!

Estate planning can seem overwhelming, particularly to parents of young children who are pressed

for time. Fortunately, this book breaks complex topics down into a simple and straightforward action

plan that anyone can follow. The peace of mind you gain from safeguarding your family's future



makes this book well worth the read.

I wish someone had told me about this book earlier. I never realized how important family estate

planning could be. This book is very easy to follow and provides so much informative information.

After reading this book, my husband and I decided that we wanted to avoid probate and then met

with Laura to set up a trust. The process was completed in a few appointments. Now we have the

piece of mind that our children will be taken care of in case anything happened to us.

This book really gives insight into how parents can plan ahead and ensure their kids are safe and

financial taken care of, if any unfortunate situation should ariseâ€¦ Itâ€™s so important to prepare for

the unforeseen as much as we can, and I think this book gives sound advice on exactly how to do

that to a parentâ€™s best ability.

Easy to read and follow without feeling overwhelmed. I love how Laura broke down what we need to

do and made it simple to plan for our kids. The book clears up a lot of the questions many of us

have. This book is a steal for the amount of insight you will gain to make sure you are on the right

track to plan for your kids!! It's a quick read.. worth it...buy it.. learn from it..

As a mother of 4 little boys, I have worried about what would happen to them if something were to

happen to me and my husband. This book is a wonderful guide to making sure your children are

cared for and protected in your absence. The information in this book is of great value and should

be on any parents "must read" list.
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